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Student 
Objective:

Students will understand that plants have different parts that help  
them grow.

Big  
Question: How do the parts of a plant help it grow?

Topic  
Introduction:

Explain that trees and apples have different parts that help them grow.  
Tell students they will read two selections that tell more about the parts  
of an apple tree.

Paired Text 
Selections:

Selection: Apple Tree Swing
Fiction, Level I

Teacher Pages: 

Lesson Plan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  14

Oral Close Reading Activity . .  15

Student Pages: 

Dictionary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  16

Reading Selection  . . . . . . . . . .  17

Use New Words . . . . . . . . . . . .  19

Answer Questions . . . . . . . . . .  20

Write About It . . . . . . . . . . . . .  21

Selection: Parts of an Apple
Nonfiction, Level I

Teacher Pages: 

Lesson Plan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  22

Oral Close Reading Activity . .  23

Student Pages: 

Dictionary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  24

Reading Selection  . . . . . . . . . .  25

Use New Words . . . . . . . . . . . .  27

Answer Questions . . . . . . . . . .  28

Write About It . . . . . . . . . . . . .  29

Assessment 
Materials:

Teacher Page: (Paired Text Discussion)

Tie It Together  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  30

Student Pages: (Reproduce and distribute one copy to each student.)

Plan Your Writing . . . . . . . . . .  31

Write a Paragraph  . . . . . . . . .  32

Unit Overview
Parts of a Plant
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 1. Introduce the Selection
Show students an image of a tree. Ask them 
what they know about the different parts of 
a tree, and how those parts help the tree 
grow. Tell students that they are going to 
read a story about a girl and an apple tree.

 2. Learn New Vocabulary: 
Dictionary
Reproduce the Dictionary page and 
distribute it to each student. Read aloud 
each pictured word as you point to it. Have 
students echo you as they also point to 
each word. Ask students to say how the 
roots of a tree are like drinking straws.  
Also discuss which parts of the tree are 
rough and which are smooth. For defined 
vocabulary, read the definitions aloud. 
Have volunteers use each word in a 
sentence.

Have students write a sentence using two  
of the words. Then have students find each 
vocabulary word in the selection and read 
the context sentence.

 3. Read the Selection
Reproduce the selection and distribute it to 
each student. Have students follow along 
silently as you read aloud. Direct students’ 
attention to graphic elements or visual 
aids. Then have students read the selection 
independently, with a partner, or in small 
groups.

 4. Apply Vocabulary:  
Use New Words
Reproduce the Use New Words page and 
distribute it to each student. Have students 
complete the activity independently, with  
a partner, or in small groups.

 5. Analyze the Selection: 
Oral Close Reading Activity
Guide students in a discussion about the 
selection using the script on the following 
page. Explain that close reading will  
help them notice important parts of the 
selection. Encourage students to refer to  
the selection as necessary to find 
information. 

To support visual learners, you may wish  
to cover up the sample responses and 
reproduce and distribute the discussion 
questions for students to refer to. 

 6. Understand the Selection: 
Answer Questions
Reproduce the Answer Questions page  
and distribute it to each student. Have 
students complete the activity. Encourage 
them to refer to the selection as necessary 
to help them answer questions and/or to 
check their answers.

You may wish to use this as a formative 
assessment to determine students’ 
understanding of the text.

 7.  Write About the Selection: 
Write About It
Reproduce the Write About It page and 
distribute it to each student. Have students 
brainstorm in small groups and complete 
the writing assignment collaboratively or 
independently.

Lesson Plan

Selection:

Apple Tree Swing 
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Oral Close Reading Activity

Ask students the following text-dependent questions and have them refer to  
the selection as necessary. 

Questions Sample Responses

How does the trunk help the tree? It helps it stand strong and tall.

What things does the tree branch 
hold? 

apples and a swing

How does the girl know when to 
pick an apple?

If the stem lets go of the branch, the apple  
is ripe. 

Think about picking apples. What 
should you do if the apple stem 
hangs on to the branch?  

Let the apple grow some more. It is not  
ripe yet. 

As the girl is swinging, she looks 
up. What does she see?   

What does it mean when leaves 
are green? 

the sun shining on the leaves 

They are making food for the tree. 

Why does the girl say the roots are 
thirsty? 

They take water up to the tree.

What parts of a tree are mentioned 
in the story?

trunk, bark, branch, apples, leaves, roots
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Dictionary
Read each word aloud.  
Look at the picture or read the definition.

trunk roots straws

Words Definitions

harvest
to pick fruits and vegetables from 
the garden

rough not smooth

bark the outer part of a tree trunk

branch the part of the tree that grows out

ripe ready to eat

Write one sentence using two of the words.

Parts of a Plant:
Apple Tree Swing
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How do the parts of a plant help it grow? Big Question

Apple Tree Swing 

I like visiting my grandparents 

in the fall. This is when we harvest 

the apples from their tree. This 

apple tree has been around since 

my mom was a girl. It’s a great 

old apple tree. Its thick trunk helps 

it stand strong and tall. The rough 

bark protects the tree from insects 

and other things. 

A swing hangs from a strong 

branch of the tree. It is my swing. 

As you know, branches don’t just hold 

swings. Branches hold apples, and these 

apples are the best! Some of the apples 

are ripe now. I know they are ripe 

because the skin is rosy. The flesh is 

crispy and sweet. 

I cup an apple in my hand and gently 

push it upward. If it comes off the branch 

easily, it’s ready. If the stem hangs on, 

it means the apple has more growing 

to do. Today we picked enough 

apples for two pies!

Apple Tree Swing

in the fall. This is when we harvest 

old apple tree. Its thick trunk helps 

As you know, branches don’t just hold 

swings. Branches hold apples, and these 

I cup an apple in my hand and gently 

push it upward. If it comes off the branch 

easily, it’s ready. If the stem hangs on, 

it means the apple has more growing 

to do. Today we picked enough 
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Apple Tree Swing, continued

Grandma’s pies are yummy. We had warm apple 

pie with vanilla ice cream. Grandpa told stories of 

when Mom was little, swinging on her apple tree 

swing. Now it’s my turn. I like to swing slowly. As 

I swing, I look up. The sun shines on the leaves, 

making them bright green. Grandma says that 

when the leaves are green like that, they are 

making food. They make food with sunlight, air, 

and water. The water comes up from the tree’s roots. 

The roots are below the ground. I imagine the roots 

are like straws, taking water up to the tree.

I love the apple tree, with its wide 

trunk and strong branches. I love 

its thirsty roots and green 

leaves. I love its rough 

bark and skinny 

stems. But most of all, 

l love its sweet apples 

and old swing. 

I love the apple tree, with its wide 

trunk and strong branches. I love 

its thirsty roots and green 
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Use New Words
Complete each sentence using a word from the word box. 
Then read each sentence aloud.

Word Box

bark branch harvest
ripe roots rough

1  The sandpaper felt very .

2  The  of the tree is like a coat.

3  There were too many apples on the , 
and it broke off.

4  We watered the tree near the .

5  The farmer needs help gathering his .

6  Peaches are soft and fuzzy when they are .

Parts of a Plant:
Apple Tree Swing
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Answer Questions
Read and answer each question.

1  How does a branch help a tree?

A It makes food for the tree.	

B It holds the swing.

C It holds the apples. 

2  Which words help you understand what the roots do?

A They make food with sunlight, air, and water.

B The roots are like straws. 

C The roots are below the ground.

3  Which part of the tree does the girl like the most?

A fruit 

B trunk

C leaves

4  How does the bark protect the tree?

 

5  How do you know that an apple is ready to pick? 

Parts of a Plant:
Apple Tree Swing
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Write About It
Graphic Organizer

Label the parts of an apple tree.
Then write how each part helps the tree.

Parts of a Plant:
Apple Tree Swing
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Selection:

Parts of an Apple

 1. Introduce the Selection
Show students an image of an apple. Ask 
them what they know about the different 
parts of an apple, and how those parts help 
the apple grow. Tell students that they are 
going to read a nonfiction selection about 
the parts of an apple.

 2. Learn New Vocabulary: 
Dictionary
Reproduce the Dictionary page and 
distribute it to each student. Read aloud 
each pictured word as you point to it.  
Have students echo you as they also point 
to each word. Have students point out the 
similarities between the pockets in their 
clothing and a seed pocket. Also have them 
compare an apple’s skin to their own skin.
For defined vocabulary, read the definitions 
aloud. Have volunteers use each word in a 
sentence.

Have students write a sentence using two  
of the words. Then have students find each 
vocabulary word in the selection and read 
the context sentence.

 3. Read the Selection
Reproduce the selection and distribute it to 
each student. Have students follow along 
silently as you read aloud. Direct students’ 
attention to graphic elements or visual 
aids. Then have students read the selection 
independently, with a partner, or in small 
groups.

 4. Apply Vocabulary:  
Use New Words
Reproduce the Use New Words page and 
distribute it to each student. Have students 
complete the activity independently, with  
a partner, or in small groups.

 5. Analyze the Selection: 
Oral Close Reading Activity
Guide students in a discussion about the 
selection using the script on the following 
page. Explain that close reading will  
help them notice important parts of the 
selection. Encourage students to refer to  
the selection as necessary to find 
information. 

To support visual learners, you may wish  
to cover up the sample responses and 
reproduce and distribute the discussion 
questions for students to refer to.

 6. Understand the Selection: 
Answer Questions
Reproduce the Answer Questions page  
and distribute it to each student. Have 
students complete the activity. Encourage 
them to refer to the selection as necessary 
to help them answer questions and/or to 
check their answers.

You may wish to use this as a formative 
assessment to determine students’ 
understanding of the text.

 7.  Write About the Selection: 
Write About It
Reproduce the Write About It page and 
distribute it to each student. Have students 
brainstorm in small groups and complete 
the writing assignment collaboratively or 
independently.

Lesson Plan
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Oral Close Reading Activity

Ask students the following text-dependent questions and have them refer to  
the selection as necessary. 

Questions Sample Responses

What are the six main parts of  
an apple?  

What parts of the apple are 
normally eaten?  

stem, leaf, core, skin, flesh, seed 

skin and flesh

What is the stem’s job? It turns the leaf toward the sunlight.  
It holds the apple to the tree.  

The author talks about the 
“insides” of an apple. What are  
the names of these parts? 

What are the “outside” parts?  

core, flesh, seed 
 

stem, leaf, skin

Why does the author say that a 
seed is a new apple tree waiting  
to happen?  

Apple trees grow from seeds.

How does the seed pocket help the 
apple grow? 

It contains the seeds of the apple.

How do the pictures help you 
understand the text?  

We can see the parts of the apple labeled.  
We can see the star-shaped seed pocket.
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Dictionary
Read each word aloud. 
Look at the picture or read the definition.

leaf core seed pocket

Words Definitions

nutritious good for you

stem
the tiny twig that holds the fruit to 
the tree

skin
the part that covers the outside 
and protects the inside

flesh the juicy part of the fruit that you eat

seed
this holds the material needed to 
grow a new plant

Write one sentence using two of the words.

Parts of a Plant:
Parts of an Apple
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How do the parts of a plant help it grow? Big Question

Parts of an Apple 

Nutritious and juicy, an apple is a sweet treat. 

An apple has six parts, each with a job to do.

leaf stem

flesh core

seed skin

Stem The stem is at the top of the apple. It looks like 

a tiny twig. The stem has leaves growing from it. It 

helps the leaves face the sun so they can make food. 

The stem also holds the apple to the tree.

Leaf An apple leaf is smooth and green on the top. 

It is fuzzy and silver-green on the bottom. The leaf 

uses water, sunlight, and air to make food for the 

tree. Water and air come and go through tiny holes 

in the leaf. The veins carry water and food to the rest 

of the tree.  

Core The core is at the center of the 

apple. Its main job is to keep the seeds. 

Most people do not eat the core, since 

it has hard seeds.
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Parts of an Apple, continued

Skin The skin is smooth and sometimes waxy. 

It can be green, red, pink, yellow, or a mix of these 

colors. The skin protects the insides of the apple 

and keeps it juicy. Did you know that the skin is 

the most nutritious part of the apple? If you want 

lots of vitamins, eat the skin!  

Flesh The flesh is the best part of the apple. It 

tastes good! The color of the flesh can be anywhere 

from snow white to bright red. The flesh is full of 

water. That is why it is so juicy. This is the part that 

goes into pie, juice, and applesauce.

Seed A seed is a new apple tree waiting to happen. 

If you slice an apple across, you will have a circle. 

See the star in the center? That’s the seed pocket. All 

apples have five seed pockets. The number of seeds in 

each seed pocket depends on the kind of apple. 

Some apple parts are good to eat 

and some are not. But all six apple 

parts work together to help the 

apple grow. They help the apple get 

big and juicy. Then you can eat it!  

each seed pocket depends on the kind of apple. 
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Use New Words
Complete each sentence using a word from the word box. 
Then read each sentence aloud.

Word Box

flesh leaf nutritious
seed skin stem

1  The  of a plum is firm and purple.

2  Protect your  so you don’t get sunburned.

3  We need to eat  food to stay healthy.

4  I planted a  and now I have a little plant.

5  The pink rose has a long  with thorns.

6  In the fall, every  falls off the tree.

Parts of a Plant:
Parts of an Apple
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Answer Questions
Read and answer each question.

1  Which of these makes food for the tree?

A flesh

B skin

C leaf 

2  Which word tells about the word core? 

A outside

B center 

C bottom

3  Which word tells about the job of the apple skin?

A protect 

B feed

C attach

4  How are a twig and a stem similar?

 

5  What does the author want you to know about the 
parts of an apple?

Parts of a Plant:
Parts of an Apple
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Write About It
Graphic Organizer

Write the names of the apple parts.
Write how each part helps the apple grow.

Writing Prompt

What is your favorite way to eat an apple? Write a paragraph 
about it. Use details from the selections.

Parts of a Plant:
Parts of an Apple
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Unit Assessment
Parts of a Plant

Topic: Parts of a Plant 
Big Question: How do the parts of a plant help it grow?

Tie It Together

Use the script below to guide students in discussing the Big Question and what they have learned 
about the topic from the paired selections.  

Questions Sample Responses

What words are used in the selections 
to describe the flesh of an apple?

crispy, sweet, juicy, best, good, snow white, bright red

What words from both selections  
tell about the skin of an apple?

rosy, smooth, waxy, green, red, pink, yellow, nutritious

According to “Apple Tree Swing,”  
what are the parts of a tree?

According to “Parts of an Apple,”  
what are the parts of an apple?

The parts of a tree are the trunk, bark, branches, 
apples, leaves, and roots.

The parts of an apple are the stem, leaf, core, skin, 
flesh, and seed.

What part of the tree protects the 
insides of the tree from insects?

What part of the apple protects the 
insides of the apple? 

the bark 

the skin

Our Big Question was “How do the 
parts of a plant help it grow?” How  
did “Apple Tree Swing” answer this 
question?

 
How did “Parts of an Apple” answer it?

The story “Apple Tree Swing” talked about the parts of  
a tree, which is a plant. The trunk keeps the tree tall. 
The bark protects the tree from insects. The branches 
hold apples. The leaves make food for the tree. The 
roots take water up to the tree.

The selection “Parts of an Apple” talked about the parts 
of an apple, which is a part of a plant. The parts of the 
apple help it grow, too. The stem holds the apple to the 
tree. The skin protects the insides. The leaf makes food 
for the tree. The core holds the seeds, and the seeds 
help make more trees. 
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Plan Your Writing

Graphic Organizer

Think about what you have learned about apples. 
Write words that tell how an apple looks, feels, sounds, 
smells, and tastes. 

Looks

FeelsTastes

Smells SoundsSmells Sounds

Unit Assessment:
Parts of a Plant
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Write a Paragraph

Writing Prompt

Use the words in the box to describe the parts of an apple. 
Write how each part helps the apple grow. 

Word Box

fuzzy green juicy nutritious
red smooth sweet waxy

Unit Assessment:
Parts of a Plant

The fuzzy green leaf helps the apple get food.
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